ABSTRACT There is a growing interest in the development of classifiers based on contrast patterns (CPs); partly due to the advantage of them being able to explain classification results in a language that is easy to understand for an expert. CP-based classifiers, when using contrast patterns extracted by miners based on decision trees, attain accuracies comparable with other state-of-the-art classifiers. The existing decision tree-based miners use univariate decision trees (UDTs) to extract CPs. In this paper, we define the concept of multivariate CP. We introduce a multivariate CP miner based on multivariate decision trees (MDTs) as well as a new filtering algorithm for multivariate CPs. From our experimental results, we conclude that our proposed CP miner allows obtaining significantly better classification results than the other state-of-the-art classifiers.
I. INTRODUCTION
In supervised classification a training database of objects is given, where objects are represented by features and labelled by a class from a predefined set of classes. The aim of supervised classification is to train a classifier to correctly predict query objects. A pattern is a succinct description of a set of objects, expressed as a condition that evaluates to true or false [1] ; for example, age > 30∧eyes color = black describes people older than 30 years and with black eyes. The support of a pattern for a class C is, informally, a measure of the proportion of objects of class C that the pattern describes [1] . Contrast patterns (CPs) are patterns whose supports differ significantly from a class to the remaining classes [1] . Currently, there is a growing interest in the development of classifiers based on contrast patterns; this is partly due to the advantage of them being able to present classification results in a language that is easy to understand for an expert [2] . A contrast pattern-based classifier uses a contrast pattern model (a set of CPs) according to a classification strategy for classifying
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Lefei Zhang. query objects [3] . The CPs used by the classifier are extracted by an algorithm commonly known as a pattern miner [4] .
CP-based classifiers have been used on several real-world applications. For one-class classification, Lijun et al. [5] proposed a CP-based classifier and applied it to masquerader detection. For bioinformatics and chemoinformatics, CP-based classifiers have been used to characterize subtypes of leukemia [6] , for microarray gene expression data concordance [7] , and for chemical compound classification [8] . CP-based classifiers have also been used to identify image and spatial data [9] and for activity recognition [10] .
An important stage into the contrast pattern-based classification is the extraction of high-quality patterns. In [11] , Loyola-González et al.stated that CP-based classifiers attain higher accuracies when using CPs extracted by miners based on decision trees than other types of CP miners. Furthermore, the authors noted that the accuracies attained through tree-based CP miners are comparable to those of stateof-the-art classifiers like SVM [12] , k-NN [13] , C4.5 [14] , Bagging [15] , and Boosting [16] . Particularly, PBC4cip [4] , when using patterns mined by the Hellinger Random Forest miner (HRFm) [17] , has shown to outperform both pattern-based state-of-the-art classifiers and other state-ofthe-art classifiers not based on patterns for two-class imbalance problems. One limitation of HRFm is that, since it was proposed for two-class imbalance problems, it cannot be directly applied to multi-class problems.
To extract CPs, the existing decision tree-based miners, including HRFm, use decision trees based on univariate relations (e.g., age > 40) to separate classes, known as Univariate Decision Trees (UDTs). However, multiple authors have shown that for decision tree classification, Multivariate Decision Trees (MDTs) achieve better accuracy than UDTs [18] [19] . This result is due to MDTs using multivariate relations (e.g., 2 * height +3 * weight > 40) which, in some cases, separate better the classes than using univariate relations. Our hypothesis runs parallel, but for CP-based classification: using CPs extracted from MDT-based miners, which we call multivariate contrast patterns, a CP-based classifier shall significantly improve on the performance of classifiers using UDTs.
In this paper, we define the concept of multivariate CP and introduce algorithms to extract, simplify, and filter multivariate CPs. Following our hypothesis, we introduce the Multivariate Hellinger Random Forest miner (MHRFm), which uses MDTs and is able to work with multi-class problems; in this way, MHRFm removes the HRFm's limitation of working only with two-class problems.
We show that our proposed multivariate CP miner allows obtaining significantly better classification results than using non-multivariate CP miners. Also, we show that using MHRFm with the classifier PBC4cip outperforms other popular state-of-the-art classifiers not based on contrast patterns.
Our proposed multivariate CP miner depends on an MDT induction algorithm. This MDT induction algorithm shall select multivariate relations with as few features as possible and it shall have a low computational complexity. From our review of several MDT induction algorithms in section II, we decided to introduce a new MDT induction algorithm, Multi-class Hellinger Linear Discriminant decision tree (MHLDT), which achieves the selected objectives by using a multi-class version of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) and feature selection. We also introduce new algorithms to simplify and filter our extracted multivariate CPs in order to obtain shorter patterns and a smaller number of patterns, following the simplification and filtering strategies in [17] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we review several MDT induction algorithms as candidates to extract multivariate patterns. In Section III, we describe our proposed MDT induction algorithm, MHLDT. In Section IV, we review CP-based classification, we define multivariate CPs and describe our proposed multivariate CP-miner, MHRFm, including how to simplify and filter multivariate CPs. Next, in Section V, we describe the experimental setup, including the databases used, and the measures for comparing classifiers and the quality of contrast patterns. Later, in section VI, we make a comparison of classification performance of PBC4cip using multivariate CPs against other state-of-the-art classifiers, we compare multivariate contrast patterns against univariate contrast patterns using quality measures for patterns, and we study the impact on the classification performance and pattern quality when filtered patterns are used. Finally, in Section VII, we present our conclusions and future work.
II. MULTIVARIATE DECISION TREE INDUCTION
Decision trees are at the core of machine learning. They have been used as non-parametric classifiers, for example CART [20] and ID3 [21] . Building upon decision trees, authors have introduced several ensemble classifiers, for example, Breiman introduced Bagging [22] and Random Forest [15] . Miners for CP-based classifiers have also used decision trees to extract high-quality contrast patterns.
UDTs are often binary, with splits typically of the form f j #v, where f j is the j-th feature of a predefined set of features F, v is a value (or set of values), and # is a relational operator. For numeric features, binary splits have the form f j ≤ v and f j > v. For nominal features, binary splits have the form f j = v and f j = v. Some test examples are age ≤ 20 or color = blue. The main drawback of UDTs, as identified by Breiman et al. [20] , is that, by using these tests, they are constrained to axis-parallel splits. In some databases, as we shall show later in the text, the classes could be easily separated by using an oblique hyperplane.
To address this problem, several authors have proposed to use MDTs, which use oblique splits. An oblique split for a MDT takes the form w j f j ≤ v, w j f j > v, with w j ∈ , ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. For each feature f j , w j is its corresponding weight coefficient in the linear combination. Breiman et al. [20] introduced these splits and called them linear combination splits; but, authors commonly use the terms oblique split [23] , which makes reference to the oblique hyperplane used, or multivariate split [24] that comes from the use of multiple features in the split.
The main steps for building an MDT are summarized in Algorithm 1. There are two main differences in this algorithm, when compared to an UDT one: one is feature selection (Steps 1 -3) and one must find an optimal hyperplane in an m -dimensional space, with 1 ≤ m ≤ m (Step 2). This is because, as with univariate trees, we would like to optimize some evaluation measure, and yet we also need to search for the optimal weight coefficients of the linear combination.
As can be seen in Algorithm 1, Step 2, by just considering all feature combinations we end up generating 2 m splits. Since it is impractical, in terms of computational complexity and runtime, to consider 2 m splits as m grows, several greedy feature selection algorithms have been proposed; in section II-A, we will discuss the most prominent feature selection algorithms for inducing MDTs. We refer the reader to the flowchart in Fig. 1 to see how feature selection and candidate split generation interleave when splitting a node.
As stated in Section I, our multivariate CP miner needs an MDT induction algorithm that generates the trees from which to extract multivariate patterns. Since linear combinations with fewer features are easier to interpret (linear combination with one or two features are easy to visualize in a plot), we want to obtain patterns with linear combinations of as few features as possible. Therefore, we shall prefer MDT induction algorithms that prefer linear combinations with fewer features; this means that a feature selection algorithm shall be used and if multiple candidate splits are evaluated equally according to some evaluation criterion, the split involving less features should always be preferred. Another desirable characteristic of the induction algorithm is that it has low computational complexity. We have grouped the split generation algorithms together in two broad categories: algorithms based on iterative approaches, which we review in section II-B, and algorithms based on analytical solutions, which we review in section II-C. In section II-D, we compare the computational complexity of the split generation algorithms. In section II-E, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of the algorithms. Since no algorithm fulfilled both requirements of having low computational complexity and producing short linear combinations when possible, we propose a new MDT algorithm in Section III.
A. FEATURE SELECTION FOR MDT INDUCTION
Four common feature selection algorithms used for improving the induction of MDTs are: Sequential Forward Selection, Sequential Backward Elimination, Dispersion-Guided Sequential Backward Elimination, and Heuristic Sequential Search [24] .
Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) is a bottom-up search algorithm, that starts testing subsets of one feature and selects the subset with the best evaluated split. Then, a second iteration is made with subsets of two features that include the feature with the best split. The algorithm continues adding one feature at a time, until the best split of one iteration is worse than the best split of the previous one or a subset of all features is tested (there are no more features to add).
The Sequential Backward Elimination (SBE) algorithm is a top-down search algorithm which starts testing a split with all features. Then, it tests subsets of m − 1 features. Similar to SFS, SBE continues on removing one feature at a time until the best split of one iteration is worse than the best split of the previous one. Brodely and Utgoff [24] also tested a variation of SBE called Dispersion-Guided Sequential Backward Elimination (DSBE), which removes the feature with the smallest weight coefficient in the linear combination instead of the one that, when removed, maximizes the evaluation criterion.
The fourth selection algorithm, Heuristic Sequential Search (HSS), is a combination of SFS and SBE. At each node, HSS generates a split with all features and univariate splits with each of the m features. If the split of all features is the best evaluated split, SBE is applied, otherwise, SFS is applied.
Brodely and Utgoff [24] concluded that between SBE and SFS no algorithm allowed to consistently achieve a significantly higher accuracy and the low number of databases does not allow a more in depth statistical comparison. DSBE was not found to perform significantly worse than SBE. The classifier using HSS never achieved a significantly worse accuracy than SBE and SFS, so it seems to be an effective algorithm to choose between SBE and SFS. The order of the algorithms in increasing runtime is: DSBE, SFS, SBE, and HSS. The authors found a trade-off in tree complexity between SFS and SBE; SFS produced splits with fewer features than SBE, but SBE produced trees with lesser nodes than SFS.
Algorithms for inducing decision trees need some split generation procedure to generate the candidate splits given a set of features. Now we focus on the different multivariate split generation algorithms proposed in the literature.
B. ITERATIVE APPROACHES FOR MULTIVARIATE SPLIT GENERATION
As far as we know, the first iterative algorithm was proposed by Breiman et al. [20] , often called CART-LC, which follows a hill-climbing approach. CART-LC starts by finding the best univariate split, then tries to find a better split by perturbing the weight coefficient of one feature at a time. CART-LC uses Sequential Backward Elimination (SBE) to select subsets of features. A problem with CART-LC is that it can get stuck in local minima. To alleviate this problem two algorithms have been proposed: SADT [23] and OC1 [18] . SADT applies simulated annealing to escape local optima. OC1 moves the hyperplane in a random direction once it is stuck in some local optimum and makes multiple runs with random initialization.
Another family of iterative algorithms is based on the well-known perceptron algorithm [25] . The perceptron algorithm cycles through each object and classifies it using the current weight coefficients. If the classification is incorrect, it applies some error correction rule. The simplest rule is the absolute error correction rule, which, as described by Brodley and Utgoff [24] , adjusts the coefficients in such a way that the object currently being evaluated is classified correctly. The perceptron algorithm cannot be used if the instances are not linearly separable, since it would get stuck in an infinite cycle. To avoid this problem, Brodley et al. [24] used the Pocket algorithm [26] , the Thermal Training algorithm [27] , and the Recursive Least Squares algorithm. Shah and Sastry [28] proposed APDT, which runs the Perceptron algorithm to find the degree of linear separability of a subset of objects.
Another group of algorithms uses neural networks. Liu and Setiono [29] proposed the algorithm BMDT, which transforms the problem of inducing multivariate decision trees into one of inducing univariate decision trees by extracting features with a 2-layer feed forward neural network. Hart et al. [30] use a similar technique, constructing features followed by UDT induction. In their study, they use filter-based feature construction, applying Genetic Programming to create new features, followed by using Random Forest. Yildiz and Alpaydin [31] proposed an algorithm that attempts to find univariate splits, linear multivariate splits and nonlinear multivariate splits. A multilayer perceptron with (m + 1)/2 hidden units is used to make the nonlinear multivariate splits.
C. ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS FOR MULTIVARIATE SPLIT GENERATION
Analytic algorithms project the original data onto a vector or subspace where orthogonal splits can be done. When finding the orthogonal split using the projected data, we also find the corresponding oblique split in the original space. The vector, or vectors, spanning the subspace are constructed such that class separability is maximized when projecting the data onto them. Fisher's discriminant is used to select a vector that maximizes class separability between two classes [32] , which will correspond to the coefficients w i of the multivariate test, w j f j ≤ v. Lopez et al. [33] proposed Fisher's Decision Tree based on Fisher's discriminant, projecting the data onto the selected vector, sorting it and finding the optimal coefficient v; but it is only applicable to two-class classification problems. Li et al. [19] also use Fisher's discriminant, but they do not sort the projected database; instead, the proposed algorithm, called LDTS, calculates a threshold v = , where n 1 , n 2 are the number of objects in each group. LDTS can deal with more than two classes by grouping the classes into two superclasses such that the distance between the superclasses centroids is maximized. The algorithm also applies feature selection. Naresh et al. [34] proposed Geometric DT (GDT), which instead of using impurity measures, tries to capture the geometric structures in the data. GDT also groups the objects into two superclasses to work with multi-class problems. Wickramarachchi et al. [35] proposed HHCART, which builds a Householder matrix from the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of each class. The database is projected onto the Householder matrix and univariate splits are tested, which can be transformed into multivariate splits in the original space.
D. TIME COMPLEXITY OF MDT INDUCTION
The overall computational complexity of the MDT induction algorithms will depend on the shape of the induced tree. In the worst case, considering n objects in a database with m features, one might have a completely unbalanced tree, with n levels. We consider as an average case a balanced tree, which has log n levels. Table 1 shows a summary of the overall computational complexity of the reviewed MDT induction algorithms, assuming that we have a balanced tree with one object in each leaf. The algorithms in the top of the table require multiple iterations in each node, so the actual computational complexity may increase if the number of iterations is not properly bounded. So, we can group the algorithms in two: the iterative algorithms and the algorithms which provide an analytical solution. An iterative algorithm, like OC1, could reduce an impurity measure up to n times [18] , unless a maximum number of iterations is defined. So, in the worst case scenario, the complexities of the top algorithms in Table 1 could increase by a factor of n.
When building an UDT, where in the worst case, numerical features are sorted and n splits are generated for each of VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 1. Computational complexity of MDT induction algorithms for a database with m features and n objects, assuming a balanced tree with one object per leaf. The first six algorithms require multiple iterations per node, so the actual complexity might be higher for some problems.
the m features, we get a complexity of O(mn log n) at each node. Considering a balanced tree, the overall complexity of building a UDT is O(mn log 2 n). If instead of sorting the objects at each node, we pre-sorted the objects and saved their order, we can reduce the complexity to O(mn log n).
If we compare the complexity of the different algorithms for building MDTs with the complexity of building an UDT that sorts objects at each node, we notice that the increased complexity of building MDTs is only in terms of the number of features, m. The most efficient non-iterative algorithms are LDTS [19] and GDT [34] , which only increase the computational complexity in terms of m when compared to the complexity of building UDTs without sorting the objects in each node.
E. COMPARISON OF THE REVIEWED MDT SPLIT GENERATION ALGORITHMS
As we mentioned at the introduction of Section II, our objective is to select an MDT induction algorithm that prefers linear combinations with few features and has a low computational complexity. We cannot select the best performing algorithm, since there does not exist a proper comparison between MDT induction algorithms; most new algorithms compare themselves against few, if any, previous MDT induction algorithms.
From the hill-climbing algorithms reviewed, OC1 [18] outperforms the other algorithms. However, most recent algorithms from the other groups of iterative and analytic solution algorithms compare themselves against OC1 and achieve better classification performance. It is not easy to put an upper bound on the computational complexity of the algorithms, since they are iterative algorithms; the algorithms in the perceptron and neural network groups also suffer from this disadvantage. Because of this, we will use an algorithm using an analytical solution to build MDTs.
From the algorithms in the analytic solution group, HHCART [35] has the highest computational complexity and does not make feature selection. FDT [33] is only applicable to two-class problems and lacks feature selection. LDTS and GDT have the lowest computational complexity and can work with multi-class problems. However, both algorithms transform the multi-class problem to a two-class problem by grouping the classes into two ''superclasses''. GDT uses the majority class as one group and all other classes as other group.
The strategy to group the classes for LDTS is more complex, it tries to maximize the euclidean distance between the groups' centroids by using tabu search to assign classes to one of the two groups. Since the euclidean distance is calculated using all features, the information about class separability found in subsets of features may be lost. This, in some cases, results in multivariate splits selected when univariate splits better separate the classes. For example, given the database shown in Fig. 2 , LDTS groups the classes into the two classes shown in Fig. 3 , which is no longer linearly separable with an orthogonal hyperplane. The lines separating the objects in Fig. 2 show the optimal way of separating the classes: two univariate splits. However, as we can see from Fig. 3 , LDTS would first make a multivariate split, followed by a univariate split.
In Table 2 , we summarize the approach taken by the analytical MDT algorithms regarding feature selection and grouping classes. We notice not a single algorithm applies feature selection and avoids grouping the classes. Since no algorithm meets the requirement of selecting shorter linear combinations when possible, we propose a new MDT algorithm inspired in LDTS. We selected LDTS because it has lower computational complexity than HHCART; it is the only algorithm with feature selection; and LDTS uses LDA. Furthermore, for LDA there exists a multi-class version that [19] , the red triangles correspond to classes 1 and 2, while the red circles correspond to class 3. To separate the red triangles from the black circles we now need to use the oblique split, Split 1. Since the red triangles are comprised from two classes, we would need a second univariate split, Split 2. can be used to avoid grouping the classes. In the following section, we give more details about our proposed MDT induction algorithm.
III. PROPOSED MDT INDUCTION ALGORITHM
As we have aforementioned, there is no MDT induction algorithm that met the requirement of selecting short linear combinations when possible, as a consequence, in this section we propose a new MDT induction algorithm, which we call Multi-class Hellinger Linear Discriminant decision tree (MHLDT). The LDTS [19] algorithm has low computational complexity thanks to its use of LDA to obtain splits. To keep the computational complexity of our algorithm low, we also use LDA, but we use a multi-class version that avoids grouping the classes into two superclasses.
The multi-class version of LDA [32] , gives K − 1 vectors that maximize class separability. Fukunaga [36] shows how to position this problem as an eigenvector problem. The value of the function which measures class separability, when maximized, is equal to the sum of the corresponding eigenvalues. This means that the eigenvector with the largest eigenvalue, called the dominant eigenvector, is the one that contributes the most to the maximization of the function. Since we need a single vector, we use the dominant eigenvector to generate Obtain a projection vector w through multi-class LDA using only the features in candidateFeatures. 3: Project each object onto the vector w.
4:
Sort the projected objects.
5:
Generate a candidate split between each pair of contiguous objects with different projected value if they have different classes. 6: return the candidate split with the maximum Hellinger distance. 7: end function FIGURE 4. Artificial database where each object is characterized by a feature vector (feature 1 , feature 2 ). The red triangles and black circles represent objects from two different classes; objects in one class were generated by following the distributions feature 1 ∼ Unif (−2, 2) and feature 2 ∼ Unif (−1.5, −0.5), while the objects in the other class were generated by following the distributions feature 1 ∼ Unif (−2, 2) and feature 2 ∼ Unif (0.5, 1.5). Then, all objects were rotated by 45 degrees. After rotation, we added a third class, represented by green crosses, where objects follow the distributions feature 1 ∼ Unif (−2, −1) and feature 2 ∼ Unif (1, 2).
candidate splits because it is the one that will result in a better class separation. The components of the eigenvector become the coefficients w j in the linear combination w j f j of our split. We project the data onto the eigenvector and search for the best split in the projected data, which involves sorting scalar values and generating n splits in the worst case. We summarize this process in the Algorithm 2.
Sorting the objects results in an increased computational complexity compared to GDT [34] or LDTS [19] . LDTS tests only one candidate split per feature selection iteration, while GDT lacks feature selection and tests at most two candidate splits. Both approaches require two classes, so we cannot use them without grouping the multiple classes into two. Given the disadvantages, shown in Section II-E, of grouping multiple classes into two, we follow HRFm's approach of sorting the objects to find the best split. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. Dominant eigenvector obtained with multi-class LDA [32] for the database show in Fig. 4 . We can project the objects onto the eigenvector and separate the green triangles or black circles from the other classes (see Fig. 6 ).
FIGURE 6.
Objects projected onto the dominant eigenvector shown in Fig. 5 . We can see that the projected objects can be easily divided according to their classes, for example we could divide the black circles from the other classes at 0.0.
To visualize how to obtain a split using multi-class LDA, we present the three-class database in Fig. 4 , where we have three linearly separable classes which can be easily separated by oblique hyperplanes. Since we have three classes, we get two eigenvectors. Fig. 5 shows the dominant eigenvector, and Fig. 6 shows the objects projected onto the dominant eigenvector. We notice that it is easy to identify a number c to separate the classes through the tests w j f j ≤ v, w j f j > v. However, if we use the non-dominant eigenvector shown in Fig. 7 , the projected values are not linearly separable, as shown in Fig. 8 .
Since we want to keep linear combinations as short as possible, we also need a feature selection method. From the methods reviewed in Section II-A, in our proposal, we use a slightly modified version of Sequential Forward Selection (SFS) since SFS produces the linear combinations with fewest features [24] . Another advantage of SFS is that it is the second fastest algorithm regarding the studied feature selection methods [24] .
We modify SFS because we must work with nominal features and SFS is designed for numerical features. In the modified SFS procedure, if the best split involving only one feature uses a nominal feature, we return that split; otherwise, the following iterations will consider only the numeric features for linear combinations. Non-dominant eigenvector obtained with multi-class LDA [32] for the database shown in Fig. 4 . After projecting the objects onto the eigenvector, one cannot find an orthogonal eigenvector to separate any of the classes from the others (see Fig. 8 ).
FIGURE 8.
Objects projected onto the non-dominant eigenvector shown in Fig. 7 and ordered by class. Objects from all classes are mixed, so we cannot find a cut-point to divide any class from the others.
When comparing candidate splits, we need to use an evaluation criteria to select one candidate. The evaluation criteria should give higher values to the splits which better separate the classes into two nodes. The tree induction algorithm used by HRFm uses the Hellinger distance [17] , which limits it to two-class problems because the Hellinger distance is only defined for two classes.
If we use an evaluation criteria which takes into account multiple classes, then we would be able to use HRFm for multi-class problems. Cervantes et al. [37] used a multi-class version of Hellinger distance, which was originally proposed by Hoens et al. [38] , to generate decision tree classifier ensembles for multi-class problems. We use this multi-class Hellinger version both in our proposed algorithm and for extending HRFm to multi-class problems. The multi-class version of the Hellinger distance takes a one-vs-all approach, it cycles through each class C, which it takes as positive, and takes all other classes as negative. We calculate the Hellinger distance in each iteration and keep the highest one. Therefore, the measure will be maximized if one child node contains all the instances of one class and the other node contains the instances of all the other classes.
Our MDT induction algorithm (MHLDT) is shown in Algorithm 3. We can see that most of the algorithm deals Generate candidate feature subsets of one feature:
Generate the set of candidate splits by calling splitNodeMultivariate(node, candidateSubset) for each candidate subset. 4: Select the split with the maximum multi-class Hellinger distance. 5: if the feature of the best split is nominal then 6: return bestSplit 7: end if 8: Remove all nominal features from F. 9: Initialize the set selectedFeatures with the feature used to generate this split and remove it from F. 10: while F = ∅ do 11: Generate candidate feature subsets by adding one feature from F to the selectedFeatures set. 12: Generate the set of candidate splits by calling splitNodeMultivariate(node, candidateSubset) for each candidate subset. 13: Select the split with the maximum multi-class Hellinger distance and which improves upon the best split found so far. 14: if no better split is found then 15: return bestSplit 16: end if 17: Add the feature used to generate this split to the set selectedFeatures, and remove it from F. 18: end while 19: return bestSplit 20: end function with Sequential Feature Selection, but, in line 6 we return the best one feature split if the feature is nominal. Furthermore, in lines 3 and 12, we generate split candidates by calling the splitNodeMultivariate function, which is specified in Algorithm 2. We also specify the usage of multi-class Hellinger as evaluation criterion.
A. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF MHLDT
Regarding the computational complexity of MHLDT, when compared to the MDT induction algorithm of HRFm, MHLDT only increases the complexity in terms of the number of features m. Solving the eigenvalue problem and projecting the data takes O(m 2 n) and sorting the data O(n log n), with about m feature combinations at each SFS iteration. The overall complexity of MHLDT at a node is O(m 3 n + mn log n), which reduces to O(mn log n) for m n. Compared with the MDT induction algorithm of HRFm, which has a computational complexity of O(mn log n) at a node, MHLDT has the same computational complexity assuming that m n; both algorithms would have an overall computational complexity of O(mn log 2 n) considering a balanced tree.
From Table 1 , the lowest computational complexity for the analytical solution-based algorithms was O(m 2 n log n), achieved by greedy splitting approaches that test a single candidate split after projecting the objects. To avoid pre-grouping the classes for multi-class problems, we follow HRFm's approach and test several candidate splits after sorting the objects, increasing the computational complexity by log n. From the other analytical solution-based algorithms, MHLDT has a similar or lower computational complexity.
So far, we have an algorithm for inducing MDTs that considers that sometimes classes can be separated better using small subsets of features. Our algorithm also has a similar computational complexity to the MDT induction algorithm of HRFm and to some of the state-of-the-art MDT induction algorithms. In the next section we describe contrast pattern-based classification and how MHLDT is used for generating several MDTs, from which multivariate contrast patterns are extracted.
IV. CONTRAST PATTERN-BASED CLASSIFICATION
We begin this section by giving a more formal definition of contrast patterns. An object is said to be covered by a pattern if the condition associated to the pattern evaluates to true for the given object. The number of objects of class C covered by a pattern p is denoted as count(p, C). The support of a pattern p in the class C is defined as the ratio between count(p, C) and the number of objects belonging to class C. Dong [1] defines contrast patterns (CPs) as patterns whose supports differ significantly among classes. Therefore, CPs cover a large proportion of objects in one class C and a small proportion of objects in the remaining classes.
Zhang and Dong [3] define a contrast pattern-based classification algorithm as one that builds a contrast pattern model during the training phase, and uses the model according to a classification strategy to arrive to a decision during the classification phase. So, the authors identify two main issues: CP model selection and classification strategy selection. The CP model is the set of contrast patterns selected to be used during the classification process, and the algorithm to extract candidate patterns is known as a CP miner. The patterns extracted by the CP miner are candidates, because an optional step of filtering reduces the number of patterns, and this subset of patterns is used as the CP model.
Regarding CP model selection, Loyola-González et al. [11] note that CP-based classifiers attain higher accuracies when using CPs extracted by miners based on decision trees than when using others. Furthermore, the authors note that the accuracies attained by classifiers using tree-based CP miners are comparable to those of state-of-the-art classifiers like SVM [12] , k-NN [13] , C4.5 [14] , Bagging [15] , and Boosting [16] . Thus, in the following section we describe tree-based CP miners.
A. MINING CONTRAST PATTERNS FROM DECISION TREES
To mine contrast patterns using decision trees, García-Borroto et al. [39] describe the general steps shown in Algorithm 4. The contrast patterns extracted by decision tree-based miners are conjunctions coming from decision tree tests by traversing the trees from the root to each leaf:
In a recent review of contrast pattern mining, García-Vico et al. [40] list four algorithms for mining contrast patterns from decision trees, namely: LCMine, EP-RF, CEPMine, and FEPM. The authors identify LCMine as the first algorithm to use decision tree-based contrast pattern miners. The second algorithm listed is EP Random Forest (EP-RF), which is a modification of the Random Forest algorithm proposed by Breiman [15] . CEPMine is an improvement of LCMine and FEPM is a modification of LCMine that obtains fuzzy CPs. From an experimental study, García-Borroto et al. [41] found that Random Forest and Bagging for mining CPs allow obtaining the best ranked classification accuracy when used with the CAEP classifier. Furthermore, both methods significantly outperformed LCMine. On the other hand, Loyola-González et al. [17] concluded that CP miners using resampling methods, boosting or bagging algorithms could extract fictitious patterns that may not cover objects of the original database.
Random Forest miner (RFm) uses Information Gain (IG) to evaluate splits [41] . However, IG has a bias towards the majority class, so Loyola-González [17] proposed HRFm, which uses Hellinger distance instead of IG.
B. FILTERING AND SIMPLIFYING PATTERNS
HRFm uses a pattern simplification procedure, which removes redundant items in a pattern, and a pattern filtering procedure, which reduces the number of patterns. The simplification and filtering procedures, as described by LoyolaGonzález [17] , are based on item comparisons. An item I j is more general than an item I k , if the set of objects covered by I j is a proper superset of the objects covered by I k . For numeric features, only pairs of items with tests of the same types and with the same feature can have proper superset relations, otherwise they are unrelated. If the tests are I j : f i < a and I k : f i < b, with a = b, and a > b, then I j is more general than I k , otherwise I k is more general.
For nominal features, we have two possible tests: equality, f i = a, or difference, f i = a. Items with the same type of test, feature and value a are equal, otherwise the items are unrelated.
To simplify a pattern, we compare its items, discarding any item that we find is more general or equal to another item. Simplifying a pattern does not modify the objects covered by the pattern.
Filtering is applied after simplifying patterns. When comparing a pair of patterns P i andP j , P j is removed if for each item in pattern P i there exists a more specific or equal item in pattern P j , pattern P i is said to be more general than P j . Thus, filtering keeps only the most general patterns.
C. CONTRAST PATTERN-BASED CLASSIFIERS
Dong et al. [42] proposed Classification by Aggregating Emerging Patterns (CAEP), a commonly used CP-based classifier. For a query object, CAEP gives a score to each class C; this score is calculated by aggregating the supports sup(p, C) for each pattern p that covers the query object; the support of each pattern is scaled by a term that is roughly the conditional probability that a query object is in class C given that the instance is covered by the CP. To account for class imbalance, the scores for each class are scaled by dividing over a base score. The base score is selected as a percentile between 50% − 80% of the scores for objects in the training database.
Loyola-González et al. [4] noted that CP-based classifiers do not achieve good performance in class imbalance problems; to deal with this problem they proposed PBC4cip as a CP-based classifier. PBC4cip follows a similar approach to CAEP, aggregating the sums of weighted supports. The main difference is that PBC4cip calculates a weight for each class that rewards the minority class. PBC4cip was compared against other state-of-the-art classifiers, some of which were CP-based classifiers. The experimental results showed that PBC4cip significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art classifiers based and not based on contrast patterns in class imbalance problems [4] .
So far, PBC4cip has only been tested with patterns extracted through HRFm, which extracts patterns from UDTs and is limited to two-class problems. The definition of PBC4cip allows the classifier to be used in multi-class problems, but PBC4cip needs a pattern miner which can extract patterns from multi-class problems. We can also use our multivariate CPs with PBC4cip. In the following subsection we describe our proposed CP miner, which extracts patterns from MDTs and works with multi-class databases.
D. PROPOSED MULTIVARIATE-CP MINER
At the beginning of this section, we introduced the definitions of pattern and contrast pattern. Those definitions do not restrict the way a pattern is represented; however, patterns have been commonly represented by patterns extracted from UDTs. We call patterns that are limited to this representation ''univariate patterns'', since each item in the pattern involves only one feature to differentiate them from multivariate patterns.
We define multivariate patterns as patterns represented as conjunctions of items, where items can be either univariate Using feature f 1 , calculate the ratio r = w 1 1 /w 2 1 .
3:
For the rest of the features f i : i > 1, calculate the ratio r i = w 1 i /w 2 i .
4:
If all differences r − r i are zero, we know the defined hyperplanes are parallel, so we scale v 2 by multiplying by r, v 2 = rv 2 .
5:
if the relation # is ≤ then 6: Item I 1 is more general than I 2 if v 1 > v 2 , otherwise item I 2 is more general. 7: end if 8: if the relation # is > then 9: Item I 1 is more general than I 2 if v 1 < v 2 , otherwise item I 2 is more general. Our proposed CP-miner, MHRFm, follows the steps of Algorithm 4. The main difference is that we induce MDTs through our proposed MDT induction algorithm, MHLDT. The stop condition is like the one for HRFm, we stop at 150 trees. We chose 150 trees because with this number of trees we achieved the highest classification performance in the tuning databases described in Section V-A.
We also follow HRFm approach of simplifying patterns and filtering patterns by keeping only the most general ones. However, it is not straightforward to apply the simplification and filtering methods proposed for univariate patterns to multivariate patterns.
In Section IV-B, we showed how HRFm simplifies and filters patterns based on item subset relations. To generalize the univariate item relations to multivariate items, we notice that we can only define subset relations when the hyperplanes defined by the items are parallel. We are given two multivariate items, I 1 = w 1 i f i #v 1 and I 2 = w 2 i f i #v 2 , where the sub-indexes correspond to the feature number and the super-indexes to the item number. First, we calculate the ratio r = w 1 1 /w 2 1 and check whether the hyperplanes are parallel. If the hyperplanes are parallel, we multiply v 2 by r and compare the coefficients like we did for univariate items in Section IV-B to find out which item is more general. The steps are shown in Algorithm 5. Fig. 9 shows the space covered by four possible multivariate items, where we can visualize that items with a parallel hyperplanes and the same relational operator ≤ or > have subset relations.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Since the main usage of contrast patterns is classification, we compare the classification performance of a pattern-based classifier, PBC4cip, using multivariate patterns against the classification performance of PBC4cip using univariate patterns and other state-of-the-art classifiers not based on contrast patterns. A Weka package with PBC4cip using univariate or multivariate patterns and its source code can be downloaded from the following site: https://sites.google.com/view/leocanetesifuentes/software.
To evaluate the classifier's performance, we use the Area Under the Curve (AUC) of a Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve, since it is robust to class imbalance [43] . Furthermore, AUC is the measure used in the comparative study for PBC4cip and is the most used measure for class imbalance problems [4] .
There are other objective and subjective ways to measure how good a pattern is, some properties suggested by García-Borroto et al. [39] are: discriminability, simplicity, non-redundancy, and generality. In terms of discriminability, many quality measures have been proposed. LoyolaGonzalez et al. [11] made an experimental study to determine the effect of class imbalance on several quality measures and identified the Jaccard index as the top ranked quality measure for ranking patterns for classification in class imbalance problems. The objectives of non-redundancy and generality are met by our pattern filtering procedure. We partially achieve non-redundancy by removing duplicate patterns. When removing the most specific patterns, we remove patterns that cover only a few objects, thus achieving generality. Simplicity is a more subjective property, which should consider the number of patterns, the length of patterns (number of items), and the linear combination length.
We will conduct three sets of experiments. The first set of experiments aims to validate whether PBC4cip jointly with our proposed multivariate CP-miner (MHRFm) outperforms PBC4cip using HRFm and other popular state-ofthe-art classifiers not based on contrast patterns in terms of AUC.
The classifiers used for the comparison are Bagging [22] , C4.5 [14] , Random Forest [15] , a multivariate Random Forest using our proposed tree induction procedure (MHLDT), PBC4cip using univariate patterns using the author's implementation [4] , Rotation Forest [44] , GBDT with the parameters suggested by Chen and Guestrin [45] when testing the implementation XGboost. For all classifiers, we used Weka's implementation with the values suggested by their authors; except for PBC4cip that has its own framework. Since PBC4cip is a tree-based classifier, we compared it against classifiers in the same family. For PBC4cip using univariate and multivariate patterns, we use the simplified and filtered patterns. We selected Random Forest and GBDT because a recent survey comparing several supervised classifiers by Zhang et al. [46] ranked Random Forest and GBDT at the top, without significant differences in classification performance among them. We add Rotation Forest [44] , since VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. The plots show an artificial database where each object is characterized by a feature vector (feature 1 , feature 2 ). The red triangles and black circles represent objects from two different classes; objects in one class were generated by following the distributions feature 1 ∼ Unif (−2, 2) and feature 2 ∼ Unif (−1.5, −0.5), while the objects in the other class were generated by following the distributions feature 1 ∼ Unif (−2, 2) and feature 2 ∼ Unif (0.5, 1.5). Then, all objects were rotated by 45 degrees it is a decision tree-based method with good classification results. Bagging, C4.5, Random Forest are commonly used tree-based classifiers, so we also add them. We also compare PBC4cip using multivariate patterns to a multivariate Random Forest using our induction method MHLDT to test the effect of the classification strategy.
The second set of experiments aims to show that multivariate patterns allow achieving better classification performance and quality than univariate patterns in two-class and multi-class problems, with and without filtering. We have four possible combinations of experiments per quality measure: unfiltered patterns in two-class problems, filtered patterns in two-class problems, unfiltered patterns in multi-class problems, and filtered patterns in multi-class problems.
The third set of experiments aims to show that the filtering procedure reduces the number of patterns, without significantly decreasing the classification performance and the quality of the patterns. Here, we also have four combinations of experiments per quality measure: univariate patterns in two-class problems, multivariate patterns in two-class problems, univariate patterns in multi-class problems, and multivariate patterns in multi-class problems.
Only testing databases are used for the experiments, no database from the tuning databases is included. All experiments with the testing databases use 5-fold-crossvalidation and Distribution Optimally Balanced-SCV (DOB-SCV), so the reported measures come from the average of the five folds. Since some databases have a high imbalance degree, we use DOB-SCV so each fold has a similar object distribution [47] .
A. DATABASES
We used 110 databases from the UCI repository [48] , half of these databases were used for tuning the proposed algorithm parameters and the rest for testing the selected algorithms. We balanced the tuning and testing sets according to the following measures: number of instances, number of features, number of classes, proportion of numeric features, proportion of missing values, degree of imbalance (largest class / smallest class).
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To balance the tuning and testing sets, we build a database consisting of the previously listed measures and apply the following clustering algorithms: K-means [49] , EM [50] , Single Linkage [51] . For each algorithm, we vary the number of clusters k from 2 to 55 and keep the clustering which maximizes the silhouette value. Since each cluster is composed of similar instances, we randomly assign half of the instances of each cluster to the tuning set and the rest to the testing set. In this way, we get tuning and testing sets with similar distributions for each measure.
K-means with k = 2 maximized the silhouette value. To ensure that the resulting sets are well balanced, we applied an unpaired Student's t-test [52] for all measures, except for the imbalance degree, and we found no significant differences with a significance level of 0.05. Because 4 databases from the tuning databases took too long to process, we moved them to the testing databases. We end up with 51 databases for tuning and 59 databases for testing.
B. PARAMETER TUNING
During the tuning phase we tested several variations of MHRFm, comparing the classification performance of PBC4cip with each variation of MHRFm. We tested stopping early the Sequential Forward Selection with a minimum acceptable coefficient value for all coefficients of the linear combination. We tested stopping tree growth early with a minimum acceptable increase in the Hellinger distance from the parent split to the child candidate split. We tested relaxing the constraint of when to consider two hyperplanes parallel by introducing a minimum acceptable error.
From the tuning phase, we obtained the highest average AUC with 150 trees, and all other parameters set to zero. Since setting the parameters to zero made them irrelevant, we do not show them in the algorithms. In the next subsection, we describe the statistical tools used to carry out the three sets of experiments with the testing databases.
C. TOOLS USED FOR STATISTICAL COMPARISON
For the first set of experiments, we compare PBC4cip using MHRFm with more than one classifier, including nonpattern-based-classifiers, so we will compare them in terms of AUC using Friedman's non-parametric test, which gives us a ranking of the algorithms in terms of AUC [53] . We then use Finner's post-hoc procedure to find the statistical differences among classifiers [53] , this is also the method used in the experimental comparison where PBC4cip was proposed [4] . The post-hoc procedure gives us a p-value for each other classifier. The classifiers with p-values smaller than a given significance level, have a significant difference with PBC4cip using MHRFm; if PBC4cip is ranked above another algorithm and there is a significant difference according to the p-value, then PBC4cip outperforms the other algorithm.
For the second and third set of experiments, we compare the performance of univariate patterns against multivariate patterns and filtered patterns against unfiltered patterns according to various measures such as: the AUC of PBC4cip using the mined patterns, the Jaccard index and the number of patterns. In both experiments, we want to know whether two sets of measures represent different populations; for example, given the AUC of PBC4cip using univariate and multivariate patterns for all 59 testing databases, we want to know if there are significant differences between the AUC of PBC4cip using multivariate and PBC4cip using univariate patterns. As shown by Derrac et al. [53] , the most appropriate test is the Wilcoxon signed ranks test.
In a Wilcoxon test, we are given the sums of ranks of the two methods we are comparing. The method whose sum of ranks is higher outperforms the other. For every evaluation measure, we work under the null hypothesis that the means of the given measure is equal when using both methods (univariate vs multivariate patterns and unfiltered vs filtered patterns). To reject the null hypothesis and say that one method significantly outperforms the other, we check that the p-value is smaller than a given significance level.
To carry out the statistical tests, we used the KEEL software tool [54] . The significance level used by KEEL to reject a null hypothesis is 0.05, which is commonly used; Derrac et al. [53] also report p-values of 0.05 and 0.1 in their tutorial on nonparametric statistical tests.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section we present and discuss the results of the three sets of experiments, and we show an example of multivariate patterns extracted through MHRFm. Section VI-A corresponds to the first set of experiments, where we compare PBC4cip using multivariate patterns against PBC4cip using univariate patterns and several state-of-the-art tree-based classifiers. In Section VI-B we discuss the results of the second set of experiments, where we compare quality measures of multivariate and univariate patterns. Next, in Section VI-C, we discuss the results of the third set of experiments, where we study the impact of pattern filtering. In Section VI-D, we show an example of the multivariate patterns extracted through MHRFm from the iris database from the UCI repository [48] and we give an example of how to interpret them. Finally, in Section VI-E, we compare the univariate pattern miner HRFm against the multivariate pattern miner (MHRFm) in terms of the runtime of the three main phases of the pattern miner: mining, simplifying, and filtering patterns.
A. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE OF PBC4cip USING MULTIVARIATE PATTERNS
This subsection constitutes the first set of experiments, where we shall prove our hypothesis that PBC4cip using multivariate patterns has significantly better classification performance than other tree-based state-of-the-art classifiers, using the AUC as evaluation measure. The multivariate patterns are extracted through MHRFm. The AUC is usually used for binary classification problems, but we follow the approach of the authors in [55] , who use an AUC measure for multi-class problems. The distribution of AUC per classifier is shown in Fig. 10 , where we use a boxplot for each classifier. The boxplot shows the minimum and maximum values, the median (the bold line inside the box), and the first and third quartiles (left and right side of the box, respectively) for the AUC. We can get an idea of how consistent the results are, small boxes and whiskers closer to the median indicate lower variability in the measure. AUC values considered as outliers are shown as dots outside the whiskers. The best possible value for AUC is 1.0, which corresponds to perfect classification. A classifier with an AUC = 1/K , with K classes, is equivalent to random guessing.
PBC4cip using multivariate patterns achieves the highest median AUC value and has the smallest box and whiskers, which suggests that PBC4cip using multivariate patterns consistently achieves high values of AUC. We can see that both versions of PBC4cip obtain AUC values greater than 0.5 for all but the two outliers, so we can conclude that PBC4cip is always better than random guessing for all but the two databases marked as outliers; in comparison, all other classifiers whiskers go below 0.4. The boxplot does not tell us if there are significant differences in performance; to prove that PBC4cip has significantly higher AUC, we need to apply a statistical test.
As described in the Section V-C, we applied Friedman's test with Finner's post-hoc to find which classifiers have significant differences in their AUC when compared to PBC4cip using multivariate patterns. Friedman's test gives us a ranking of the classifiers in terms of AUC; the classifiers in Fig. 10 are ordered by this ranking, with the best ranked classifier at the bottom. From Finner's post-hoc, we get a p-value for each database, except for the best ranked classifier, which is PBC4cip using multivariate patterns. If the p-value of one classifier is below 0.05 we say there exists a significant difference in the AUC obtained by that classifier and PBC4cip using multivariate patterns.
For all databases we found that the differences in AUC between our proposal and the other tested classifiers was significant. Now, we compare multivariate patterns against univariate patterns, in terms of quality, to better understand their advantages and trade-offs. This section only compared the AUC of PBC4cip using filtered patterns in the multi-class problems; so, we also compare the AUC of PBC4cip in the remaining three of four possible combinations described in Section V.
B. COMPARISON BETWEEN UNIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE PATTERNS
This subsection presents the results of the second set of experiments, where we want to test the hypothesis that PBC4cip using multivariate patterns significantly outperforms PBC4cip using univariate patterns. We also test that multivariate patterns are significantly better according to the following quality measures: Jaccard index, number of patterns, and pattern length.
Since HRFm was designed for two-class imbalance problems, we report results using only the testing databases with two classes and using all databases. We also found differences in performance when using filtered and unfiltered patterns, so we report the results for both. So, we have four combinations of tests: two-class problems with unfiltered patterns, all databases with unfiltered patterns, two-class problems with filtered patterns, and all databases with filtered patterns. As stated in Section V-C, the most appropiate statistical test for comparing the performance of two classifiers on multiple databases is the Wilcoxon signed ranks test. From this test we obtain the sum of ranks for both classifiers and the significance level; when the significance level is below 0.05, we reject the null hypothesis that the means of the given measure is equal for both classifiers. Table 3 summarizes the results of the Wilcoxon test for each of the four combinations of tests, for each of the measures. The rows show the four measures tested: AUC, Jaccard index, number of patterns, and pattern length. The columns show the four combinations of tests established in Experimental setup V: unfiltered patterns in two-class problems, filtered patterns in two-class problems, unfiltered patterns in multi-class problems, and filtered patterns in multi-class problems. In each cell there are two numbers, the left one corresponds to the sum of ranks for multivariate patterns and the right one to the sum of ranks for univariate patterns. Since the ranks are calculated by testing if univariate or multivariate patterns result in a higher measure, the method with the largest sum of ranks is the best for AUC and Jaccard but the worst for number of patterns and pattern length. There are some cells marked with *, this means that the p-value was smaller than 0.05, so there was a significant difference in the performance. For example, for the AUC of PBC4cip using unfiltered patterns extracted from two-class problems, the sum of ranks for multivariate patterns is 280 and for univariate patterns 71, this tells us that unfiltered multivariate patterns perform better than unfiltered univariate patterns in terms of AUC for two-class problems. Furthermore, the cell is marked with *, which tells us that the difference is statistically significant.
The row AUC from Table 3 shows a higher rank for multivariate patterns in all cases, with each cell marked with *. We conclude that using multivariate patterns for PBC4cip results in a significantly higher AUC than using univariate patterns. Similar results are obtained in row Jaccard from Table 3 , so we conclude multivariate patterns have a significantly better Jaccard index than univariate patterns in all four experiments. Regarding the average number of patterns, in all databases there are more univariate patterns than multivariate patterns for all four experiments, as shown in the row Number of patterns from Table 3 . The differences are statistically significant, except for the Filtered two-class problems, where we can see that the cell is not marked with *. The average pattern length is significantly smaller for multivariate patterns before simplifying, as shown in the first two columns of row Pattern length from Table 3 ; but, after simplifying, the average pattern length is significantly larger for multivariate patterns in the multi-class problems, as shown in the last two columns of row Pattern length from Table 3 .
C. THE IMPACT OF FILTERING PATTERNS
This subsection presents the results of the third set of experiments, where we want to test the hypothesis that the filtering procedure reduces the number of patterns, without significantly decreasing the classification performance and the quality of the patterns. Similar to the previous subsection, we have four combinations of tests: two-class problems with univariate patterns, all databases with univariate patterns, two-class problems with multivariate patterns, and all databases with multivariate patterns. Table 4 summarizes the results of the Wilcoxon test for each of the four combinations of tests, for each of the measures. Similar to Table 3 , described in the previous section, in each cell there are two numbers, the left one corresponds to the sum of ranks for unfiltered patterns and the right one to the sum of ranks for filtered patterns. There are some cells marked with *, this means that the p-value was smaller than 0.05, so there was a significant difference in the performance. We can only measure linear combination length for multivariate patterns, so we only report the result for multivariate patterns in the multi-class problems.
In the row AUC of table 4, we can see that after filtering patterns, the average AUC for PBC4cip is reduced, except for univariate patterns in the two-class problems. Even so, the differences are not statistically significant. The row Jaccard shows that the average Jaccard index is significantly worse when using filtered patterns. From the rows Pattern length and LC length, we can see that the average pattern length and the average linear combination length both significantly increase after filtering.
The number of patterns always decreases after filtering, so we do not use the Wilcoxon test. Filtering removes more univariate patterns than multivariate patterns; but, even the number of unfiltered multivariate patterns is significantly smaller than the number of filtered univariate patterns.
D. EXAMPLE OF MULTIVARIATE PATTERNS
To give an example of the multivariate patterns extracted through MHRFm, we use the iris database, shown in Fig. 11 , VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 4. Results of the Wilcoxon test for unfiltered against filtered patterns for the following measures: AUC of PBC4cip, Jaccard index of the patterns, average pattern length and average linear combination(LC) length. Each cell presents two numbers: the left one is the sum of ranks for unfiltered patterns and the right one is the sum of ranks for filtered patterns. If a cell is marked with *, it means the p-value for that test was smaller than 0.05, so there difference is statistically significant.
FIGURE 11.
The Iris database is a famous database introduced by Fisher [56] . This database consists of 150 samples of Iris orchids, 50 from each of three species: Iris Iris Setosa, Iris Iris Virginica, and Iris Iris Versicolor. For each flower, the database registers the sepal length, the sepal width, the petal length and the petal width. Here we show projections of each possible combination of two features; we can see a matrix of squares, the main diagonal contains the feature names and the squares outside the main diagonal are the projections. For any projection, the horizontal axis corresponds to the feature in the same column and the vertical axis corresponds to the feature in the same row; for example, the top rightmost projection measures Petal.Width in the horizontal axis and Sepal.Length in the vertical axis, while the bottom leftmost projection measures Sepal.Length in the horizontal axis and Petal.Width in the vertical axis. The red squares correspond to the class Iris Setosa, the green circles to the class Iris Versicolor, and the blue triangles to the class Iris Virginica.
to extract patterns. The iris database contains 3 different species of iris orchids (Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolor, and Iris Virginica) and measures the width and length of the sepal and petal of the orchids. The goal is to classify the orchids by species. From the figure, we can see that the orchids from the class Iris Setosa can be easily separated from orchids from other classes; the class Iris Setosa is easily separated by using just the petal length or the petal width. However, the classes Iris Versicolor and Iris Virginica are not so easily separated. We can see that there is some overlapping between them. The following are examples of multivariate patterns with the highest support for each class: For patterns P 1 , P 2 , and P 3 , each line corresponds to an item of the pattern. Pattern P 1 has a support of 1 for class Iris Setosa and 0 for the other classes, pattern P 2 has a support of 1 for class Iris Versicolor and 0 for the other classes, and pattern P 3 has support of 0.94 for class Iris Virginica and 0 for the other classes. We also notice that pattern P 1 is a univariate pattern, this is because the class Iris Setosa can be separated through a single univariate split.
To give an example of how to describe a pattern, we describe pattern P 2 . The first item from pattern P 2 is a univariate split which separates the class Iris Setosa from the others, as shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 , we show the subset of objects that match the first item of P 1 and the split corresponding to the second item. We notice that all the objects in class Iris Versicolor, the green circles, are covered by the pattern so far; but, there are some objects from class Iris Virginica also covered by the pattern. In no two-feature projection the classes are linearly separable; but, FIGURE 12. Iris database (see Fig. 11 ) projected on the feature Petal.Length. The class Iris Setosa can be separated from the others using the split (Petal .Length ≤ 2.45, Petal .Length > 2.45).
FIGURE 13.
Objects of the Iris database (see Fig. 11 by adding the last item to form a linear combination of three features, the pattern no longer covers objects from the class Iris Virginica. So, we have obtained a pattern that completely describes the objects in class Iris Versicolor.
E. RUNTIME OF MINING, SIMPLIFYING AND FILTERING PATTERNS
In Section III, we showed that the computational complexity of our proposed MDT induction algorithm, MHLDT, was the same than that of the MDT used by HRFm, although the runtime is expected to be higher for our proposal. In table 5, we summarize the runtime of mining, simplifying and filtering univariate and multivariate patterns. Mining and simplifying is faster for univariate patterns than for multivariate patterns; in average, mining multivariate patterns takes 10% more time than mining univariate patterns, and simplifying multivariate patterns takes 22% more time than simplifying univariate patterns.
For the filtering procedure, it is slower to filter univariate patterns, because the complexity of filtering is quadratic on the number of patterns and the number of univariate patterns extracted is bigger than the number of multivariate patterns. This makes filtering univariate patterns the most consuming step. Due to this, the total runtime of mining, simplifying and filtering univariate patterns is 22% higher than that of multivariate patterns.
F. DISCUSSION
When comparing PBC4cip using multivariate patterns against other state-of-the-art tree-based classifiers, we found that PBC4cip using multivariate patterns ranks at the top of Friedman's ranking; showing statistically significant differences regarding the remaining classifiers. PBC4cip using univariate patterns was the second ranked classifier; the possible reason of PBC4cip (regardless of using univariate or multivariate patterns) having better performance than the other tree-based classifiers is that it uses a pattern-based approach, which takes into account class imbalance through a voting scheme based on a weighted sum of supports. In the specific case of PBC4cip using multivariate patterns, we can attribute the improved performance to the usage of multivariate patterns, since they consider that multivariate splits sometimes better separate classes than univariate splits.
In Section VI-B, we presented the comparison between univariate and multivariate patterns regarding four measures: AUC of PBC4cip, Jaccard index of the patterns, number of patterns, and average pattern length. Since filtering patterns is optional and PBC4cip was originally tested in two-class problems, we made four sets of experiments: unfiltered patterns extracted from two-class problems, unfiltered patterns extracted from multi-class problems (databases containing two or more classes), filtered patterns extracted from two-class problems, and filtered patterns extracted from multi-class problems.
Regarding the AUC of PBC4cip, in all four sets of experiments, PBC4cip using multivariate patterns significantly outperforms PBC4cip using univariate patterns. Even though the classification strategy is the same, using multivariate patterns results in significantly higher AUC. This can be explained by linear combination splits being able to better discriminate among classes in some cases.
The Jaccard index for multivariate patterns is also significantly higher for multivariate patterns than for univariate patterns in all four sets of experiments. This means that multivariate patterns better discriminate between classes because a higher Jaccard index is achieved by covering more objects of only one of the classes.
The number of patterns is always lower for multivariate patterns and the difference is statistically significant, except for those cases where the patterns were extracted from two-class problems. The difference in number of patterns can be explained by the fact that MDTs tend to be smaller than UDTs.
For average pattern length, unfiltered multivariate patterns are, in average, significantly shorter (fewer items) than unfiltered univariate patterns; however, filtered univariate patterns are, in average, significantly shorter than filtered multivariate patterns. This result suggests that the filtering strategy we are using removes shorter multivariate patterns. VOLUME 7, 2019 To show the impact of filtering patterns, in Section VI-C we presented a comparison of filtered and unfiltered patterns regarding four measures: AUC of PBC4cip, Jaccard index of the patterns, average pattern length, and average linear combination length. We also had four sets of experiments: univariate patterns extracted from two-class problems, univariate patterns extracted from multi-class problems, multivariate patterns extracted from two-class problems, and multivariate patterns extracted from multi-class problems.
Regarding the AUC of PBC4cip, the AUC is higher when using unfiltered patterns, except for univariate patterns extracted from two-class problems. But, the differences are not statistically significant in all four test combinations. This result tells us that the main objective of filtering is achieved: the number of patterns is reduced while maintaining a similar classification performance.
The average Jaccard index is significantly smaller for all cases. This might be explained by specific patterns (which are filtered), covering fewer objects than general patterns, but of the same class.
The average pattern length is significantly larger (more items) after filtering in all cases. This indicates that filtering tends to remove shorter patterns, which might be counterintuitive considering the previous result; a shorter pattern can only be more general or unrelated to a longer pattern. So, the filtering strategy might be removing many repeated short patterns or keeping long patterns unrelated to any of the shorter patterns.
For multivariate patterns, the average linear combination length is also significantly higher after filtering. This tells us that filtering tends to remove patterns with items of shorter linear combinations.
An additional result regarding linear combination length is that the average length over all databases is below 1.5, and only 3 databases have average lengths between 2 and 3. This means that most items extracted with the multivariate algorithm are multivariate items containing two features or univariate items. In terms of interpretability, linear combinations of two features are easy to visualize (see the example in Fig. 13) .
From the runtime results from Section VI-E, we find that filtering patterns is the most time consuming steps. If we only care about classification performance and interpretability is not important to us, we might skip filtering, since it takes around half the runtime with multivariate patterns and more than half of the time with univariate patterns. For this work, we used the original filtering strategy of PBC4cip; however, given the disadvantages of this filtering strategy, it might be worth to explore other filtering strategies as future work.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced the concept of multivariate contrast patterns and the algorithm MHRFm, a multivariate CP miner that can work with multi-class problems. We also introduced a new MDT induction algorithm, MHLDT, which allows us to obtain short linear combinations with low computational complexity. When using MHRFm, the CP-based classifier PBC4cip managed to significantly outperform several state-of-the-art classifiers; this included univariate contrast pattern-based classifiers and other tree-based classifiers.
We showed that the average quality of the patterns extracted through our MDT-based CP miner is significantly higher than that of the patterns extract through HRFm. Furthermore, this is the first time PBC4cip is tested with multi-class problems. Although multivariate patterns are more complex in terms of pattern length, we showed that multivariate patterns are significantly fewer than univariate patterns. We also found that most linear combination splits extracted through our algorithm have at most two features, which is easy to visualize.
Regarding our proposal on using multivariate CPs for classification, we can conclude that PBC4cip using multivariate patterns significantly outperforms PBC4cip using univariate patterns and other top ranked tree-based classifiers in terms of the AUC.
Regarding our study on quality measures for univariate and multivariate patterns, we can conclude that multivariate patterns better discriminate between classes, because of their significantly higher average Jaccard index compared to univariate patterns. The number of patterns is always lower for multivariate patterns than for univariate patterns, even after filtering, with significant differences, except for filtered patterns extracted from two-class problems. The pattern simplification procedure seems to be more effective for univariate patterns: univariate patterns are significantly longer before simplifying, but significantly shorter after simplifying when compared to multivariate patterns.
We found that most items extracted through MHRFm are univariate items or multivariate items with two features. This is positive in terms of interpretability because linear combinations of two features are easy to visualize in a two-dimensional plot.
Regarding our study on the impact of filtering patterns, although the number of patterns is reduced through filtering without significantly affecting the AUC, the quality of the patterns, in terms of the Jaccard index, is significantly reduced. Interpretability as measured by average pattern length is also negatively affected by filtering; the average length of filtered patterns is significantly longer than that of unfiltered patterns. The number of multivariate patterns, without filtering is still significantly smaller than the number of univariate patters after filtering. Furthermore, the filtering algorithm has a quadratic complexity on the number of patterns, and ends up being the phase where most runtime is spent. Thus, it may not be the most adequate method for filtering multivariate CPs.
As future work we propose using fuzzy multivariate patterns for classification, since fuzzy univariate patterns are closer to the language of an expert [57] and have shown good classification performance [58] . Other important area is to explore multivariate CP-based unsupervised classifiers, where univariate patterns have already been used [59] . Other important area is to explore multivariate CP-based oneclass classifiers, applying them to real databases such as the WUIL database for masquerade detection [60] , or the PRIDE database for personal risk detection [61] .
